IPM

MODULAR QUALITY MANAGEMENT FOR
YOUR PRODUCTION PROCESSES, JOINING
PROCESSES AND TIGHTENING DATA
Processes for the production of a product are often very
complex. The more comprehensive a production process, the
faster errors creep in, often without being noticed. With IPM, you
can keep an eye on your process data. Errors thus don’t stand a
chance any more, and your products will become pioneers in
terms of quality!

What does IPM do?
IPM records all data from the production process, documents

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
Time saving and minimizing errors through
automated data recording and notifications
Saving costs through
Manufacturer independence
Modular structure(You only purchase
what you need)

and analyzes them and uncovers errors at an early point, for

Smaller rework ratio

instance whether a bolt has been tightened enough or whether a

Avoidance of product recalls

product has been flawlessly glued together. In case of
discrepancies, the system alarms via e-mail in real time. This
allows you to intervene right away, to sustainably increase the
quality of your products and to reliably protect yourself against
product recalls or image damage. IPM collects all process data,
as for example torque or pressing values, in a product life cycle
information and guarantees access to these data even years later
by integrated archiving. IPM already supports processes such as
tightening and riveting, welding, adhesive bonding, filling,
reshaping or testing.

Elimination of expensive isolated applications
Total package: From the recording of your
production data on to logistical installation
information to integrated archiving
Protection in terms of product liability acts thanks
to significant key performance indicators for
perfect quality
No installation effort: Evaluation and analysis of
the recorded data are done via the intranet
Process control through data access in real time

Sample calculation - costs/benefits
Car manufacturer:
Investment in IPM: € 450,000
Monthly savings through IPM: € 300,000
Extreme reduction of rejects
Reduction of rework effort
Amortization in less than 2 months

Reliable quality control: significant key
performance indicators and graphic illustrations.

ANY QUESTIONS?
Please contact us!

+49 (0) 9953 3006-0
info@csp-sw.de

